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Abstract
Background
Brief cognitive assessments can result in false-positive and false-
negative dementia misclassification. We aimed to identify pre-
dictors of misclassification by 3 brief cognitive assessments; the
Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), Memory Impairment
Screen (MIS) and animal naming (AN).

Methods
Participants were 824 older adults in the population-based US
Aging, Demographics and Memory Study with adjudicated de-
mentia diagnosis (DSM-III-R and DSM-IV criteria) as the refer-
ence standard. Predictors of false-negative, false-positive and overall misclassification by the
MMSE (cut-point <24), MIS (cut-point <5) and AN (cut-point <9) were analysed separately in
multivariate bootstrapped fractional polynomial regression models. Twenty-two candidate
predictors included sociodemographics, dementia risk factors and potential sources of test bias.

Results
Misclassification by at least one assessment occurred in 301 (35.7%) participants, whereas only
14 (1.7%) were misclassified by all 3 assessments. There were different patterns of predictors
for misclassification by each assessment. Years of education predicts higher false-negatives
(odds ratio [OR] 1.23, 95% confidence interval [95% CI] 1.07–1.40) and lower false-positives
(OR 0.77, 95% CI 0.70–0.83) by the MMSE. Nursing home residency predicts lower false-
negatives (OR 0.15, 95% CI 0.03–0.63) and higher false-positives (OR 4.85, 95% CI
1.27–18.45) by AN. Across the assessments, false-negatives were most consistently predicted
by absence of informant-rated poor memory. False-positives were most consistently predicted
by age, nursing home residency and non-Caucasian ethnicity (all p < 0.05 in at least 2 models).
The only consistent predictor of overall misclassification across all assessments was absence of
informant-rated poor memory.

Conclusions
Dementia is often misclassified when using brief cognitive assessments, largely due to test
specific biases.

Clinical guidelines for dementia recommend a standardised cognitive assessment for suspected
dementia in primary care, although it is uncertain which assessments are most appropriate.1
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Diagnostic accuracy studies of brief cognitive assessments
suitable for use in primary care frequently recommend the
Mini-mental State Examination (MMSE)2–5 and memory im-
pairment screen (MIS)6–10 although diagnostic accuracy esti-
mates vary considerably.9 One alternative is animal naming
(AN) which may have utility as a very brief assessment.11,12

Brief cognitive assessments can result in false-negative and
false-positive misclassification of dementia compared to
a gold-standard diagnosis.13 Potential consequences of mis-
classification depend on the clinical circumstance and the
context in which they are used, for example as a screening
tool, for case-finding in clinical practice or in response to
presentation of signs and symptoms of dementia. False-
negatives may prevent or delay diagnosis, meaning missed
opportunities for planning and timely access to treatment and
services. False-positives may cause unnecessary referrals and
investigations, affecting patients, families and health services.

Predictors of dementia misclassification by brief cognitive
assessments have not been studied in-depth. The MMSE is the
most studied assessment, with biases including age, education
and ethnicity.14,15 An analysis of highly educated participants
found 16 or more years of education is associated with false-
negatives by the MMSE, and an education-adjusted cut-off
may improve diagnostic accuracy.16 An investigation of factors
contributing to false-positives found associations with old age,
manual social class and visual impairment.17 Additionally, nurse
assessments of MMSE performance suggest sensory impair-
ment, low education and stroke may be associated with false-
positives.18 There is a lack of evidence for factors predicting
misclassification across a variety of assessments. This knowl-
edge may assist clinical decision-making and inform dementia
identification strategies. The objective of this study was to
identify predictors of dementia misclassification when using
brief cognitive assessments to detect possible dementia in
primary care.

Methods
Data and study population
We used data from the Aging, Demographics and Memory
Study (ADAMS) described in detail elsewhere.19 The
ADAMS provides a comprehensive neuropsychological as-
sessment and dementia diagnosis for a subsample of the
Health and Retirement Study (HRS), a population-based
longitudinal study of aging in the US.20 Eight hundred fifty-
six participants aged 70–110 completed the ADAMS base-
line assessment between August 2001 and January 2004. A
clinical research nurse and neuropsychology technician
conducted a 3- to 4-hour assessment in the participant’s
home. This included a standardised neurologic examination,
blood pressure reading using a blood pressure cuff, pulse
taken from the wrist, inspection of medications, collection
of buccal DNA samples for APOE genotyping, self-report
depression measure using the Composite International Di-
agnostic Interview,21 comprehensive neuropsychological

test battery and a 7-minute video recording of cognitive and
neurologic assessments. An informant was interviewed re-
garding the participant’s medical history, current medi-
cations, lifestyle, family history and functional and cognitive
abilities. Missing data on ADAMS variables were supple-
mented by equivalent data collected in the HRS assessment
carried out closest to the ADAMS assessment. We used
a cleaned and harmonised version of the HRS data provided
by the RAND Center for the Study of Aging.22

Standard protocol approvals, registrations,
and patient consents
The ADAMS was approved by the Institutional Review
Boards of both the University of Michigan and Duke Uni-
versity. All participants provided written informed consent.

Dementia assessment
Dementia diagnoses were adjudicated by an expert panel
of geropsychiatrists, neurologists, internists and cognitive
neuroscientists. Diagnoses were assigned using Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) III-R23 and
DSM-IV24 criteria based on all information obtained during
the assessment and revised based on available medical record
history if appropriate. Specific diagnoses were then grouped
into 3 diagnostic categories of “all-cause dementia,” “cog-
nitive impairment, not dementia” (CIND) and “normal
cognitive function.” The reference standard in the present
analysis combines the CIND and “normal cognitive func-
tion” categories, resulting in a binary diagnosis of “all-cause
dementia” or “no dementia.”

Brief cognitive assessments
Assessments included the MMSE,25 MIS26 and AN.27 The
MMSE consists of 22 items measuring orientation to time
(5 points), orientation to place (5 points), registration of 3
words (3 points), attention and calculation (5 points), re-
call of 3 words (3 points), language (8 points) and visual
construction (1 point).28 Scores range from 0 to 30, with
lower scores representing poorer cognitive function. The
most commonly used cut-off scores for dementia are <24
and <25.13 We used <24 which provided greater overall
diagnostic accuracy in the analytic sample. The MIS con-
sists of free and cued 4-word recall. Scores range from 0 to 8
and a score of <5 indicates probable dementia. AN is a se-
mantic verbal fluency test requiring as many animals as
possible to be named within 60 seconds, with no maximum
score. In the ADAMS total scores ranged from 0 to 33.
There is no agreed clinically defined cut-off for AN, though
those used by previous research studies include <9,29 <1230

and <14.12,31 We used <9, which provided the greatest
overall diagnostic accuracy in the analytic sample. For all
3 assessments we regarded items not completed due
to cognitive impairment as zero. Where a test was dis-
continued due to cognitive impairment the completed
items were scored. Items not completed for any reason
other than cognitive impairment were regarded as missing
responses.
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Outcome variables
For each of the 3 assessments, binary outcome variables were
false-negative (vs true-positive), false-positive (vs true-
negative), and overall misclassification (false-negatives and
false-positives vs true-negatives and true-positives).

Predictor variables
Sociodemographics
Sex (male/female), education (years of formal education),
ethnicity (Caucasian/African American/Hispanic) and
nursing home status (nursing home/living independently)
were based on self- or proxy-reports in the HRS wave from
which the participant was recruited. Age (years) was recor-
ded at the time of the baseline ADAMS assessment.

Subjective cognition
For both self-rated and informant-rated poor present mem-
ory, ratings of “poor”memory were contrasted to a combined
category of “fair,” “good,” “very good” or “excellent” memory.
Self-rated memory decline was defined by a memory rating of
“worse” or “much worse” vs “same” “better” or “much better”
compared to 2 years ago. Informant-rated memory decline was
defined by an affirmative report of the participant having more
difficulty with memory or thinking than in the past.

Sources of systematic measurement error/bias
Motor impairment (including paresis or a tremor in the
dominant hand) and illiteracy were based on the ADAMS
neuropsychological examination post-visit report. Visual
impairment and auditory impairment were based on self- and
informant-reported poor vision and hearing (excluding ad-
equately corrected impairment).

Dementia risk factors
Risk factors were based on Deckers et al.32 systematic review,
including both modifiable and non-modifiable factors iden-
tified by population-based prospective studies. We selected
variables investigated in at least 5 studies, with a statistically
significant association with dementia (p < 0.05) in 50% or
more of the studies. This resulted in 18 potential risk factors.
Of these, 10 were available in the current dataset. These were
depression, hyperlipidemia, hypertension, heart problems,
diabetes, stroke, APOE E4, smoking status, physical activity
and self-reported cognitive impairment (included in sub-
jective cognition above). History of depression was defined
by an informant-reported 2-week period of feeling sad, blue
or depressed at any time. Hyperlipidemia (high cholesterol
or high triglycerides) was based on informant-reported di-
agnosis at any time. History of hypertension, heart problems
(including heart attack, heart disease, coronary thrombosis,
other heart problems or current prescription for heart
medication), diabetes and stroke (excluding TIA) were de-
fined by self- or informant-reported diagnosis at any time.
Hypertension, heart problems and diabetes were also defined
if the participant was in receipt of prescriptionmedication for
the condition, and hypertension was additionally defined by
systolic blood pressure ≥140 mm Hg or diastolic blood

pressure ≥90 mm Hg33 on 2 consecutive measurements
during the examination. APOE E4 status was based on
a buccal sample identifying at least one APOE e4 allele.
Current smoking was defined by either self- or informant-
reported current smoking of cigarettes or cigars. Self-
reported low physical activity was defined by participation
in vigorous physical activity on average less than 3 times per
week34 during the previous 12 months.

Statistical analysis
Classification accuracy
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and areas
under the curve (AUC) were used to compare the discrimi-
nation performance of the assessments. We calculated the
sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and
negative predictive value (NPV) of each assessment at the
specified cut-points using a 13.9% population prevalence of
dementia in US adults aged 70 and older.35

Identification of predictors
To identify independent predictors of false-negative, false-
positive and overall misclassification on each assessment, we
followed the multivariable fractional polynomial approach
recommended by Royston and Sauerbrei.36 Logistic re-
gression using backwards elimination (BE) with a rejection
criterion of p ≥ 0.05 was conducted on 1000 random boot-
strap replication samples with replacement. In each replica-
tion, BE was combined with a closed test function selection
procedure (FSP). FSP is a systematic search for non-linearity
that investigates the most appropriate functional form for
each continuous predictor, considering first- and second-
order fractional polynomial terms to 4 degrees of freedom.
The incorporation of this procedure when selecting variables
ensures that variables are not erroneously disregarded due to
inappropriate modelling of non-linear associations. The as-
sociation between a continuous predictor and the outcome is
modelled as linear unless a more complex term provides
a significantly better fit (α = 0.05).

Misclassification of dementia
Potential predictors of false-negatives, false-positives and overall
misclassification on each assessmentwere identified based on the
proportion of times they were selected by the BE regression
model in the bootstrapped samples. For each of the analyses,
variables with a bootstrap inclusion fraction (BIF) of 50% or
more were entered in to a final multivariate logistic regression
model. The functional form of continuous predictors most fre-
quently selected by the FSP was used in the final model. Odds
ratios, 95% confidence intervals and p-values were calculated
based on the final regression models. All analyses were per-
formed using STATA, version 14.2.37

Sensitivity analyses
Missing data
Primary analyses were restricted to participants with com-
plete data on all outcome and predictor variables. In the first
sensitivity analysis, the final regression models were re-
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estimated using multiply imputed data for all of the pre-
dictors (analyses were still restricted to those with complete
data on all 3 brief cognitive assessments). Multivariate im-
putation by chained equations was conducted according to
guidance by White et al.38 Predictive mean matching to 3
nearest neighbours was used for continuous variables, and
logistic regression for binary variables. Variables were im-
puted iteratively, from the one with the least missing data to
the most. The imputation model contained a wider range of
auxiliary variables than the predictors used in the present
analyses (table e-1, links.lww.com/CPJ/A71). Twenty data
sets were imputed, this number being greater than the per-
centage of cases with incomplete data (15.5%).

Lower dementia prevalence
Individuals with poor cognitive functionwere oversampled in
the ADAMS cohort, thus inflating the prevalence of de-
mentia. In the second sensitivity analysis we estimated the
final regression models using survey weights to adjust the

proportion of dementia cases to a population-representative
prevalence of 13.9%.

Data availability
All HRS and RAND HRS public data are available online
from the HRS to registered users without restriction. Sensi-
tive health data in the ADAMS are additionally available to
researchers who qualify for access. More information can be
found at (hrs.isr.umich.edu/data-products).

Results
Sample characteristics
Of the 856 participants who completed the ADAMS base-
line assessment, 824 had complete data on all outcome
and predictor variables. Detailed characteristics of the
study participants as classified by each cognitive assessment
are presented in table e-2, links.lww.com/CPJ/A71. The

Figure Discrimination accuracy of the MMSE, MIS and AN for all-cause dementia (N = 824)

Table 1 AUC, sensitivity, specificity, PPV andNPV of theMMSE,MIS and ANwith a dementia prevalence of 13.9% (N = 824)

AUC Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV

MMSE (<24) 0.94 93.1 (89.6–95.8) 71.3 (67.2–75.1) 34.4 (31.3–37.5) 98.5 (97.7–99.0)

MIS (<5) 0.91 82.1 (77.2–86.4) 85.4 (82.1–88.3) 47.5 (42.3–52.8) 96.7 (95.8–97.4)

AN (<9) 0.92 78.4 (73.2–82.9) 89.5 (86.6–92.0) 54.6 (48.3–60.8) 96.2 (95.4–97.0)

Abbreviations: AN = animal naming; AUC = area under the curve; MIS =memory impairment screen; MMSE =mini-mental state examination; NPV = negative
predictive value; PPV = positive predictive value.
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prevalence of dementia in this sample was 35.3% (N = 291)
and of those without dementia, 231 (43.3%) met the cri-
teria for CIND. The sample had a mean age of 81.62 (SD
7.11), 10.14 mean years of education (SD = 4.29), 479
(58.1%) females and 77 (9.3%) resident in a nursing home.
The ethnicity of the sample consisted of 595 (72.2%)
Caucasians, 148 (18.0%) African Americans and 81 (9.8%)
Hispanics.

Classification accuracy of the MMSE, MIS
and AN
Table 1 reports the AUC, sensitivity, specificity, PPV and
NPV for each assessment. The AUC for the MMSE is greater
than for the MIS (p = 0.02). The AUC for AN did not differ
from either theMMSE or the MIS (both p > 0.05). The ROC
curves are shown in the figure

Rates of misclassification
Misclassification by at least one assessment occurred in 301
(35.7%) cases, 113 (13.4%) were misclassified by 2 or more,
and 14 (1.7%) were misclassified by all 3. Overall dementia
misclassification rates for the MMSE, MIS and AN, were
21%, 16% and 14% respectively. Rates of false-negatives and
false-positives for each assessment are shown in table 2. For
the MMSE, MIS and AN, the number of participants with
false-positives that met the criteria for CIND were 114
(74.5%), 64 (82.1%) and 46 (82.1%) respectively. The
number with true-negatives that met the criteria for CIND
were lower; 117 (30.8%), 167 (36.7) and 185 (38.8) for each
assessment respectively.

Selection of predictors for inclusion in the
final models
Of the 22 candidate predictors, 6 did not have a BIF ≥50% in
any of the models and so were not analysed any further.

These were diabetes, sex, hearing impairment, motor im-
pairment, self-rated memory decline and stroke. See
table e-3, links.lww.com/CPJ/A71 for the BIF of each
predictor.

Predictors of false-negative and false-
positive misclassification
Predictors of false-negative and false-positive misclassification
in the 6 final logistic regression models are shown in table 3. All
functional forms of continuous variables were linear, with the
exception of age, for which a second-order fractional poly-
nomial transformation (3, 3) was used in model 2.

Seven variables predicted false-negatives on only one as-
sessment: Education for the MMSE; age, APOE E4 non-
carrier, depression, and absence of informant-rated memory
decline for the MIS; not residing in a nursing home and
physical activity for AN. Absence of self- and informant-rated
poor memory both predicted false-negatives on the MIS and
AN. There were no consistent predictors of false-negatives
across all assessments.

Five variables predicted false-positives on only one as-
sessment: Lower education, illiteracy, visual impairment,
and APOE E4 for the MMSE; and Hispanic ethnicity for
AN. No predictors were specific to false-positives on the
MIS. Three predictors were associated with false-positives
on 2 assessments: Age for the MIS and AN; and nursing
home residency and African-American ethnicity for the
MMSE and AN. There were no consistent predictors of
false-positives across all assessments.

Predictors of overall misclassification
Predictors of overall misclassification in the final logistic
regression models for each cognitive assessment are shown
in table 4. All functional forms of continuous variables were
linear. Seven variables predicted overall misclassification
on only one assessment: African-American ethnicity for
the MMSE; age, visual impairment, APOE E4 non-carrier
and depression for the MIS; No hyperlipidemia and
informant-rated memory decline on AN. Lower education
and heart problems predicted overall misclassification on
both the MMSE and AN. Absence of informant-rated

Table 2 Classification of dementia by the MMSE, MIS and AN (N = 824)

Reference diagnosis Classification

MMSE <24 MIS <5 AN <9

N % N % N %

Dementia True-positive 271 32.9 239 29.0 228 27.7

False-negative 20 2.4 52 6.3 63 7.7

No dementia True-negative 380 46.1 455 55.2 477 57.9

False-positive 153 18.6 78 9.5 56 6.8

Abbreviations: AN = animal naming; MIS = memory impairment screen; MMSE = mini-mental state examination.

There were no consistent predictors

of either false-negatives or false-

positives across all assessments.
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poor memory predicted overall misclassification on all
assessments.

Sensitivity analyses
Missing data
Similar results were obtained by estimating the final regression
models using multiply imputed data (tables e-4 and e-5, links.
lww.com/CPJ/A71). All associations remained consistent with
the complete case analyses, with the exception of 2 slight

differences relating to the prediction of false-negatives on the
MIS: Smoking emerged as a significant predictor, and informant-
rated memory decline became non-significant.

Lower dementia prevalence
Using survey weights to reflect a lower dementia prevalence
produced a similar pattern of results (tables e-6 and e-7, links.
lww.com/CPJ/A71). Some slight differences emerged, al-
though all associations were in the same direction as in the
primary analyses. For false-negative misclassification, 3 varia-
bles became significant: Non-nursing home residency and ab-
sence of informant-rated poor memory for MMSE, and
smoking for the MIS. Two variables became non-significant:
Education for the MMSE and age for the MIS. For false-
positive misclassification, 2 variables became non-significant:
Illiteracy for the MMSE, and Hispanic ethnicity for AN. For
overall misclassification, 4 predictors became non-significant:

Table 3 Predictors of false-negative and false-positive misclassification of dementia by the MMSE, MIS and AN brief
cognitive assessments at the chosen thresholds in logistic regression models

Predictors

Predictors of false-negative misclassification Predictors of false-positive misclassification

(N=291) (N=533)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

MMSE MIS AN MMSE MIS AN

OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI)

Age (p1) 1.24a,* (1.03–1.49) 1.12*** (1.08–1.16) 1.10*** (1.05–1.15)

Age (p2) 0.92a,* (0.85–0.99)

Nursing home resident 0.16 (0.02–1.30) 0.15** (0.03–0.63) 8.59** (1.98–37.35) 4.85* (1.27–18.45)

Years of education 1.23** (1.07–1.40) 0.77*** (0.70–0.83)

African-American
ethnicity

3.61*** (1.90–6.86) 4.50*** (2.27–8.93)

Hispanic ethnicity 1.12 (0.48–2.64) 3.86** (1.71–8.72)

Illiteracy 4.87** (1.48–15.97)

Visual impairment 2.54*** (1.54–4.17)

APOE E4 0.21*** (0.09–0.50) 2.02* (1.15–3.56)

Smoking 3.64 (0.98–13.51)

Hyperlipidemia 0.58 (0.29–1.17)

Low physical activity 0.33* (0.15–0.77)

Depression 4.19*** (2.01–8.73)

Hypertension 4.12 (0.52–32.44)

Self-rated poor memory 0.30* (0.10–0.85) 0.32* (0.11–0.87)

Informant-rated poor
memory

0.23 (0.05–1.11) 0.19** (0.07–0.50) 0.29** (0.12–0.67)

Informant-rated memory
decline

0.09** (0.02–0.50)

Abbreviations: AN = animal naming; CI = confidence interval; MIS = memory impairment screen; MMSE = mini-mental state examination; OR = odds ratio.
The ORs are for a 1-year increase in age or years of education.
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
a A fractional polynomial transformation (3, 3) was used for age.

Absence of informant-rated poor

memory predicted overall

misclassification on all assessments.
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heart problems for the MMSE, and APOE E4 non-carrier,
depression and absence of informant-rated poor memory for
the MIS.

Discussion
This study investigated predictors of misclassification of
dementia when using 3 brief cognitive assessments. Over
a third of participants were misclassified overall by at least
one assessment, whereas very few were misclassified on all 3
assessments. A wide range of predictors were identified,
though these were generally specific to one assessment. Only
one predictor was consistent across all assessments: Absence
of informant-rated poor memory for overall misclassification.

Our finding that higher education is associatedwith false-negative
misclassification, and lower education is associated with false-
positive misclassification by the MMSE is consistent with
previous research, and supports the suggestion of education-
adjusted scoring.14–16,18 Our findings also concur with previous
studies suggesting non-Caucasian ethnicity14,15 and visual
impairment17,18 are associated with false-positive mis-
classification by the MMSE. However, the present study did not
find that age14,15,17 or stroke18 are predictors of misclassification
by the MMSE when adjusting for the other factors. Older age
was however predictive of false-positive misclassification by the
MIS and AN. Stroke was not a predictor in any of the models.

We found nursing home residency to be associated with
lower scores on the AN assessment (predicting lower false-
negatives and greater false-positives). The reasons for this

require investigation and may include a tendency for reduced
verbal communication in this setting. A lower threshold for
AN scoresmay therefore reduce dementiamisclassification in
nursing home residents. This finding may also reflect a po-
tential association between acute illness and false positives,
due to nursing home placement following hospitalization. In
this case, re-assessment following recovery may be worth-
while. Overall misclassification was associated with absence
of informant-rated poor memory for all 3 assessments, sug-
gesting the importance of considering informant-reported
cognition in addition to brief cognitive assessment results.
This can be done by incorporating informant-reported cog-
nition into the test (e.g., the General Practitioner assessment
of Cognition39) or by combining brief cognitive assessment
results with a complementary informant-rating scale (e.g.,
the Informant Questionnaire on Cognitive Decline40).

This study has some limitations. The brief cognitive assessment
results contributed to the reference standard dementia di-
agnosis made by the consensus panel in the analytic dataset.
Consequently, there is a risk of incorporation bias with over-
estimation of diagnostic accuracy.41 Therefore, the overall
misclassification rates, which were not themselves the focus of
this study, may be underestimated. However, this would not
affect interpretation of the predictors of misclassification.
Similarly, the predictors used in this study were available to the
consensus panel. They may therefore have contributed to
consideration of whether a participant met the criteria for de-
mentia, although any potential incorporation bias would re-
duce, rather than increase the strength of detecting an
association with misclassification. Eight candidate predictors

Table 4 Predictors of overall misclassification of dementia by the MMSE, MIS and AN brief cognitive assessments at the
chosen thresholds in logistic regression models (N = 824)

Predictors

Model 7 Model 8 Model 9

MMSE MIS AN

OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI)

Age 1.06*** (1.03–1.09)

Years of education 0.86*** (0.81–0.90) 0.91*** (0.87–0.95)

African-American ethnicity 2.49*** (1.55–4.00)

Visual impairment 1.66* (1.11–2.48)

APOE E4 0.50** (0.30–0.46)

Heart problems 1.48* (1.01–2.18) 1.92** (1.23–3.00)

Hyperlipidemia 0.45** (0.28–0.75)

Depression 2.00** (1.33–3.00)

Informant-rated poor memory 0.10*** (0.04–0.29) 0.19*** (0.08–0.46) 0.34** (0.16–0.73)

Informant-rated memory decline 1.71* (1.08–2.72)

Abbreviations: AN = animal naming; CI = confidence intervals; MIS = memory impairment screen; MMSE = mini-mental state examination; OR = odds ratio.
The ORs are for a 1-year increase in age or years of education.
*p < 0.05, **p < 0 .01, ***p < 0.001.
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were not available in the analytic dataset: Mid-life obesity, renal
dysfunction, high homocysteine, metabolic syndrome, in-
flammation, unsaturated fat intake, gait problems and frailty.
These potential predictors therefore warrant investigation in
future studies. Finally, it would also be useful to investigate
alternative brief cognitive assessments, for example the Mini-
Cog and GPCOG which have been recommended for de-
mentia identification.42

Strengths of this study include identification of the pre-
dictors of dementia misclassification across a range of brief
cognitive assessments, highlighting the differential pre-
diction of false-negative and false-positive misclassification
of dementia. The use of a large population-based cohort with
adjudicated dementia diagnosis, and analysis of a wide
evidence-based selection of candidate predictors, should
provide a reliable estimate of the prevalence and predictors
of misclassification by brief cognitive assessments. Further-
more, use of advanced modelling techniques such as boot-
strapping and fractional polynomials improve the stability in
the selection of predictors and selection of the appropriate
functional form for continuous predictors.

Given that overall rates of misclassification by brief cognitive
assessments are substantial (14%–21% in the current study),
there is considerable scope for improvement. Knowledge of
factors which predict misclassification and are readily available
in clinical practice may improve clinical decision making by
enhancing the selection and interpretation of assessments. If an
assessment is known to produce biased results for a given pa-
tient group, an alternative and more appropriate assessment
can be selected. For example, misclassification by the MMSE is
related to African-American ethnicity. Alternatively, stratified
cut-points could be provided to adjust for known biases, for
example level of education on the MMSE and AN. Failing that,
clinical judgement can be used to help interpret assessment
results more appropriately when the biases affecting mis-
classification on a given assessment are known.

It is interesting to note that for all 3 assessments, the majority
of participants without dementia who had false-positive as-
sessment results met the criteria for CIND (75%–83% across
the 3 assessments). These participants may be in the very
early stages of conversion to dementia. In addition to po-
tential biases contributing to misclassification, this should
also be considered when deciding on the course of action for
patients who perform poorly on a brief cognitive assessment
and are not subsequently diagnosed with dementia. Of those
without dementia who had true-negative results, a smaller
but still considerable proportion met the criteria for CIND
(31%–39%). Therefore, for those with low or borderline
cognitive assessment results, re-assessment to detect further
decline may be appropriate.

Dementia is often misclassified when using brief cognitive
assessments, due to a wide range of test specific biases. The
only consistent predictor of overall misclassification across all

assessments was absence of informant-rated poor memory.
Brief cognitive assessments should therefore take into ac-
count both informant-rated cognition and multiple test
specific biases in order to improve overall accuracy and
clinical decision making.
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TAKE-HOME POINTS

Misclassification of dementia by brief cognitive
assessments is common, with a different pattern of
predictors for false-negative and false-positive
misclassification.

Predictors of misclassification depend on the
assessments used, although informant-rated cog-
nition is a consistent predictor of misclassification
across all assessments.

Knowledge of test-specific biases may enhance
clinical decision-making by informing the choice of
assessment and threshold for certain settings and
patient groups.
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